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Growth at Risk?
Losing Momentum. PSEi’s rally has lost momentum. And that’s largely due 
to a market that has fully priced in all the good news, local GDP growth of 
6.1% in the fourth quarter and 6.2% for the whole year 2018 as well as the 
inflation downtrend to last January’s low of 4.4%. 

Earnings Hardly A Prop. The current earnings season of mixed results and 
with only Globe beating estimates has hardly sustained the upward mo-
mentum. At its peak this year of 8144, PSEi touched 17.4x PE, up from a 
low of 15.9x on yearend 2018 close of 7466. That’s a 9% price gain for the 
PSEi, almost on par with our full year corporate earnings growth estimate 
of 10% . Consensus is 13% over a twelve-month period.

Corporate earnings were understandably difficult in the fourth quarter last 
year due to inflation and high interest rates that created margin compres-
sion and the market realizes this. As such Globe’s earnings BEAT just mo-
mentarily pleased, a rally that got (Globe) sold down quite fast. Jollibee 
Foods Corp. JFC and SM Prime Holdings, with core earnings growth of 13% 
and 17%, were just in line versus estimates. BPI was 3% in reported income 
for full year 2018.

Consolidating within 7800-8000, downward Bias on Profit-taking. Yester-
day’s (Feb. 19, 2019) market correction to the year’s lowest PSEi close at 
7833 since the peak of 8144 on Feb. 1, 2019 when compared to today’s 
recovery of 105 points up to market close of 7939 (Feb. 20, 2019) signals a 
type of consolidation pattern. 

Foreign Buying Fizzling Out. PSEi’s consolidation was in the face of two 
developments: foreign buying weakening further to Php348m ($6.7m) last 
week from Php2.8bn ($50m) in the previous week, even lower than Php5bn 
($100bn) three weeks ago and a slight upweight of 0.12% for the Philip-
pines in the MSCI EM basket in its February quarterly rebalancing exercise.

Market trading volume has gone lower than the average Php8.6bn year-to-
date, with last week just averaging Php6bn.

Risk to Growth Outlook. The PSEi is still trying to find a base within the 
abovementioned trading range, before it makes a move either upward or 
lower. And PSEi’s inability to rise is somewhat tied to some brewing con-
cerns, key of which is the growing risk to this year’s GDP growth outlook 
due to the 2019 government budget passage delay which should have been 
in place as of last December 2018. 

Budget Delay. That delay was rooted in the clash between two modes of 
government budget implementation framework; will it be cash-based (lim-
ited to one year disbursement with a three-month extended payment pe-
riod on all government procurement) or obligation-based as Congress likes 
it. The latter has up to one-year extension to spend undisbursed budget 
balances. It’s a debate between the economic managers’ advocacy of 
cash disbursement efficiency against calls by Congress leaders for a longer 
disbursement period given previous record of budget underutilization. A 
cash budget is more likely to impact growth faster that the “slow moving“ 
obligation-based budget

Ban on Projects. Secondly, there’s worry about the negative growth impact 
of the 45-day ban (starting from March 29 to May 13, 2019) on the imple-
mentation of infrastructure projects given its political undertones ahead of 
the May mid-term election this year. 

Outlook. The rest of the Asian emerging markets including the Philippines 
will continue to be helped by the dovish Fed, and increasingly dovish Eu-
ropean Central Bank worried about the significant slowdown in Europe 
and the Bank of Japan opting to keep its accommodative monetary policy. 
The most impactful now on EMs is China’s stimulative policy likely to keep 
growth up and the yuan strong, which is putting EM markets on risk-on 
mode. All the more when a trade deal is struck between the US and China 
upon the month-end deadline. Overweight and accumulate property, (ALI 
and RLC), consumer (PGOLD, RRHI, buy on dips URC, JFC) and banks MBT 
and conglomerates AEV, MPI and GTCAP.p

Figure 3: PSEi  and Sector Indices YTD performance
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Table 1: Sector performance (YTD)

12/28/2018 2/20/2019 YTD Change

PSE Index  7,466.0  7,939.2 6.3%

Property  3,628.0  4,009.1 10.5%

All shares  4,517.9  4,856.9 7.5%

Figure 1: 2019 PSEi and weekly net foreign stock buying  
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Figure 2: PSEi as of  Feb. 21, 2019


